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Abstract

Sequential anodic and cathodic pulse voltages were applied on anodized Al micro-electrodes in alkaline silicate electrolyte to explore the role of cathodic pulse in AC or bipolar plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) process. SEM observation was carried out to observe the sites of anodic and cathodic breakdown and their morphologies. The prior anodic breakdown accelerated the cathodic breakdown at -50 V, and the acceleration was associated with the preferential cathodic breakdown at the anodic breakdown sites. However, the succeeding anodic breakdown during applying anodic pulse of 420 V for 2 ms was highly suppressed at the cathodic breakdown sites.
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1. Introduction

Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO), often also referred to as micro-arc oxidation, spark anodizing or micro-plasma oxidation, has attracted recent attention as a surface engineering process of light metals (Al, Mg and Ti) and their alloys to form ceramic coatings [1]. The thickness of the coatings ranges from tens to hundreds of micrometers, and show good thermo-mechanical properties, corrosion resistance and tribological properties [1-14]. The process involves generation of a large number of short-lived microdischarges on the entire substrate surface. The microdischarges, caused by dielectric breakdown of oxide coatings at high voltages, induce rapid heating and cooling of the coatings, forming highly crystalline, often
high-temperature phases. The coatings contain many characteristic discharge channels, with the channels becoming larger with the time of PEO treatment, such that the coatings formed by PEO are essentially porous. Thus, large discharge pores (with diameter larger than 10 µm) connecting the inner coating close to the metal/film interface with the oxide surface, are often found in the PEO coatings. Such large discharges are detrimental for corrosion and wear resistance of the coatings. Destructive discharges are found to be avoided by employing AC or bipolar power supply and proper electrolytes.

Recently, much attention is paid to ‘soft’ sparking of PEO, which is often observed at a selected AC or bipolar PEO condition with higher cathodic current with respect to the anodic current [15-20]. Under the ‘soft’ sparking condition, the formation of a relatively dense and uniform coating of ~100 µm thickness is promoted. The ‘soft’ sparking is characterized by reduction in the rms voltage and greatly reduced acoustic emission and increased emissions from bound-free electron transitions in the optical emission spectrum [15, 16]. Three-layer coatings are usually formed under the ‘soft’ sparking condition, comprising an outer layer with a highly porous morphology, a relatively thick and dense intermediate layer and an inner thin barrier layer [21]. The transition to the ‘soft’ sparking on aluminium is also accelerated by the presence of pre-formed anodic porous alumina layer [18, 22]. The recent extensive studies of the PEO process are improving the coating properties, but the key factors that control the PEO process are not yet fully understood.

Since micro-discharges play a crucial role in the growth of PEO coatings, understanding of the factors affecting characteristics of dielectric discharges and resultant morphology of discharge channels is of importance. So far, the ‘soft’ sparking has been observed only in alkaline silicate electrolyte, and recently, we have reported that electrolyte as well as pulse voltage during single
pulse anodizing influences largely the morphology of discharge channels. In alkaline silicate electrolyte groove-like discharge channels are formed predominantly and healing of discharge pores is promoted in this electrolyte [23].

The ‘soft’ sparking occurs under AC or bipolar PEO. Further, it is well accepted that dense coatings with less micro-cracks are obtained by AC PEO compared with DC PEO [24]. However, the role of cathodic process in PEO is not yet well understood. In the present study, cathodic breakdown of the anodic oxide films has been examined by applying a single cathodic pulse voltage on a pre-anodized aluminium micro-electrode. The influence of the cathodic breakdown in the succeeding anodic breakdown is also examined for a better understanding the AC PEO process. An aluminium microelectrode is used in this study to reduce the number of discharge events on the entire surface and hence to assist more ready analysis of the breakdown behaviour.

2. Experimental

Highly pure aluminium wire (99.99%, Nilaco Corporation) of 0.2 mm diameter was first anodized up to 450 V in 0.01 mol dm$^{-3}$ ammonium pentaborate electrolyte to cover the entire wire surface by a thick anodic oxide film. Then, the anodized wire was embedded in resin. The embedded aluminium wire was sectioned by ultramicrotomy technique (RMC, MT-7) using a glass knife to expose a clean and relatively flat surface (hereafter denoted as as-polished Al specimen). The specimen was then anodized in alkaline silicate electrolyte of 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$ + 0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH (pH 12.5) to 350 V at a sweep rate of 3.5 V s$^{-1}$ and held at 350 V for 50 s (350 V-anodized Al specimen). Anodic pulse voltage of 420 V with pulse width of 2 ms and cathodic pulse voltage of -50 V with a pulse width of either 10 ms or 1 s were applied solely or in
sequence. The application of the extended cathodic pulse width (1 s), unlike a practical value of 5 or 10 ms, was carried out to visualize the morphological change in anodic oxide film or metal substrate clearly. The voltage waveforms were fed from a Hokuto-Denko, HB-105 function generator to a Chroma, 61501 Programmable AC Source. Current transients were recorded with a sampling time of 0.1 ms using an Agilent 3441A digital multimeter controlled by NI Labview software. The oxide films of selected specimen were chemically stripped out in a mixed solution of 20 g L\(^{-1}\) CrO\(_3\) and 45 ml L\(^{-1}\) H\(_3\)PO\(_4\) at 363 K for 1.8 ks to expose the metal surface. The surface of oxide film as well as metal substrate was observed with JEOL JSM-6500F field-emission electron microscope (SEM).

3. Results

Fig. 1 shows the current transient during applying -50 V pulse voltage for 1 s on the as-polished and 350 V-anodized Al specimens. For the as-polished specimen, the cathodic current increases immediately to ~150 A cm\(^{-2}\) and oscillates largely between 2 and 190 A cm\(^{-2}\). Such current oscillations may be associated with the generation of hydrogen gas, which may cover the small electrode surface repeatedly [25]. Such large current fluctuation is a characteristic of the micro-electrode, since such large current fluctuation was not observed for the aluminium specimen of ~1 cm\(^2\) size. When the cathodic pulse voltage is applied to the 350 V-anodized Al specimen, the initial cathodic current is as low as 1 A cm\(^{-2}\), and the cathodic current increase to the order of 10 A cm\(^{-2}\), which may be associated with film breakdown by hydrogen generation [20], occurs after ~120 ms. From the repeated experiments, the time to reach the breakdown for the 350 V-anodized specimens varied between 15 and 250 ms. Therefore, the cathodic breakdown of 350 V-anodized Al by applying -50 V pulse for 10 ms or less (a practical value of cathodic pulse time in actual
PEO) is not possible. The current after breakdown of the anodic film is still low, compared with the as-polished specimen. The breakdown of the anodic film might occur locally, not on entire surface, resulting in the relatively low cathodic current.

Figs. 2a and 2b show the SEM images of the as-polished specimen after application of -50 V for 1 s. In the low magnification image (Fig. 2a), the surface of aluminium micro-electrode, which is surrounded by resin, is uniform and no remarkable features are visible. The high magnification image (Fig. 2b) reveals that the aluminium surface is covered with a nanoporous layer, which is probably composed of a hydrated alumina corrosion product. In contrast, the 350 V-anodized specimen shows locally damaged surface after application of the cathodic pulse (Fig. 2c). Obviously, the anodic film is broken locally and the development of a porous hydrated oxide layer is visible at a breakdown site (Fig. 2d). In other regions, where no breakdown occurred, anodic oxide film is remained with embryo of a porous layer developing due to alkaline nature of the electrolyte used (Fig. 2e).

Fig. 3 shows the current transient during application of 420 V anodic pulse for 2 ms and subsequent -50 V cathodic pulse for 1 s for the 350V-anodized specimen. During anodic pulse the current density is as high as ~100 A cm$^{-2}$. When the cathodic pulse of -50 V is applied immediately after the anodic pulse of 420 V, high cathodic current of ~-100 A cm$^{-2}$ is observed, which is in contrast to the very low initial current for the specimen without prior anodic pulse (Fig. 1). The result suggests that the film breakdown due to anodic discharges accelerates the cathodic film breakdown. Remarkable cathodic current decrease is observed between 180 and 400 ms during applying the cathodic pulse; this may be also associated with the hydrogen gas generation, which covers the breakdown sites.
The surface after anodic pulse of 420 V for 2 ms contains many discharge channels (Fig. 4a). Groove-like discharge channels (Fig. 4b) are predominantly formed under the present condition. The grooves are formed as a consequence of generation of multiple discharges in the region [23]. Pits-like features are visible inside the grooves (Fig. 4c), but the pits may not be penetrated into the metal substrate due to the re-generation of barrier-type anodic oxide after dielectric breakdown.

The similar surface morphology is observed after the subsequent cathodic pulse for 1 s (Fig. 4d). The characteristic morphology of cathodic breakdown (Fig. 2c) is not seen when the prior anodic pulse is applied. Many groove-like discharge channels, generated during the anodic pulse, remains (Fig. 2e), but beneath the pores inside the grooves, indicated by arrows in Fig. 4e, a porous layer, characteristic of the cathodic breakdown, is present (Fig. 4f). The findings clearly indicate that the cathodic breakdown occurs predominantly inside the groove-like discharge channels. The absence of the regions of cathodic breakdown outside the grooves also supports this fact.

The cathodic breakdown at the anodic breakdown sites is also confirmed from the observation of aluminium surface beneath the anodic film. The anodic films were dissolved in a mixed solution of chromic acid and phosphoric acid and then the metal surface was observed by SEM. In the metal surface beneath the groove-like discharge channels shown in Fig. 5a multiple indentations with a size of single indentation of 1 μm or less are present (Fig. 5b). The indentation should be formed as a consequence of dielectric breakdown of the anodic film; local extra-oxidation of aluminium metal proceeds to re-generate anodic oxide to sustain the high applied voltage. The metal surface morphology changes largely after the subsequent cathodic pulse. Fig. 5d is the metal surface after chemical dissolution of anodic film shown in Fig. 5c. The
cathodic pulse changes the multiple indentations developed during anodic pulse to large craters of several micrometers in size. From the images shown in Figs. 5d and 5e it is likely that the craters appear to develop due to faceted dissolution of aluminium during applying cathodic pulse for 1 s.

Next, the influence of the cathodic pulse on the anodic discharge during the succeeding anodic pulse has been examined. Fig. 6a shows a current transient during the sequential anodic pulse (420 V, 2 ms)/cathodic pulse (-50 V, 1 s)/anodic pulse (420 V, 2 ms). For comparison, the current transient during two anodic pulses of 420 V for 2 ms with intermission for 1 s is revealed (Fig. 6b). Comparable anodic currents are obtained for the 1st and 2nd anodic pulses when no cathodic voltage is applied. From the repeated experiments of more than four times, the electric charge passed during the first anodic pulse is $139 \pm 19 \text{ mC cm}^{-2}$ while that during the second anodic pulse is $171 \pm 20 \text{ mC cm}^{-2}$. In contrast, when the cathodic pulse of 1 s is applied, the current during the second anodic pulse is almost one order of magnitude lower than that during the first anodic pulse (Fig. 6a). The electric charge is also reduced from $139 \pm 19 \text{ mC cm}^{-2}$ for the first anodic pulse to $15 \pm 5 \text{ mC cm}^{-2}$ for the second anodic pulse. Therefore, the cathodic pulse affects largely the succeeding anodic discharge. When the cathodic pulse time was reduced to 10 ms, the current during the second anodic pulse increased, and the electric charge during the second anodic pulse is approximately $0.58 \pm 0.09$ of that during the first anodic pulse. Thus, even for the short cathodic pulse, the anodic discharges during the succeeding anodic pulse are suppressed to some extent.

Surface observations after the second anodic pulse reveal that larger discharge channels of $\sim35 \mu\text{m}$ in size are developed, as indicated arrows in Fig. 7b, after the second anodic pulse with the intermission for 1 s, while the size of the discharge channels of 15 μm or less is maintained even
after the second anodic pulse with cathodic pulse (Fig. 7a). During the second anodic pulse after the intermission for 1 s, the dielectric breakdown appears to occur preferentially in the groove-like discharge channels developed during the first anodic pulse, enlarging the discharge channels. When the cathodic pulse is applied between two anodic pulses, no such large discharge channels are absent. The discharge channels formed during the first anodic pulse appear to become more resistive for the succeeding anodic breakdown after the cathodic breakdown, leading to the remarkable reduction of the current during the second anodic pulse. When the second anodic pulse of 300 V was applied after the cathodic pulse, a porous layer in the discharge channels (Fig. 8a and 8b) changed to an apparently non-porous layer. Since no anodic breakdown occurs at this anodic voltage, this non-porous layer is developed by usual growth of anodic oxide without dielectric breakdown. Even when the second anodic pulse of 420 V is applied, similar non-porous oxide layer is found in the discharge channels (upper-right discharge channel of Fig. 8c and 8d). In addition, new discharge channels are developed during the second anodic pulse, as indicated by an arrow in Fig. 8c.

4. Discussion

The findings obtained in the present study should be of importance for understanding the AC PEO of aluminium and its alloys. Relatively large discharge pores are usually developed in the PEO coatings and the pore size increases with thickening of the coatings [27]. However, if the ‘soft’ sparking condition is established, relatively compact and thick intermediate layer develops, although an outer layer is still rather rough and highly porous [21]. The ‘soft’ sparking has been reported only in alkaline silicate electrolyte for aluminium and its alloys. Further, larger cathodic
current with respect to the anodic current in AC or bipolar PEO is one of the essential requisites for ‘soft’ sparking. Thus, the cathodic process should have a crucial role in establishing the ‘soft’ sparking condition in AC PEO.

The present study reveals that the cathodic breakdown is accelerated by the presence of anodic discharge channels developed by dielectric breakdown of an anodic film at high anodic pulse voltage. The acceleration is associated with the preferential cathodic breakdown at the anodic breakdown sites, where groove-like discharge channels are mainly formed. This means that the anodic film re-generated at the anodic breakdown sites during anodic pulse is less resistive for cathodic breakdown than the regions where no breakdown occurs. This is true even for the second anodic breakdown such that discharge channels of enlarged sizes are developed during the second anodic pulse when no cathodic pulse applies between two anodic pulses. The formation of less-protective film at the anodic breakdown sites must be electrolyte-dependent; in ammonium pentaborate electrolyte, a more resistive film is re-generated at the anodic breakdown sites [23].

It has been reported that an anodic film is locally broken due to hydrogen gas generation beneath the anodic film during cathodic polarization [28]. It is generally hypothesized that such cathodic breakdown may introduce the sites for next anodic breakdown. However, an opposite result is obtained in the present study. Although the anodic breakdown sites are less protective, the sites change to be more protective after the cathodic breakdown, such that anodic dielectric breakdown in the succeeding anodic pulse occurs preferentially in the regions where no prior breakdown occurs. Improved protectiveness of the cathodic breakdown sites avoids the repeated breakdown at the same sites, which induce the generation of large discharge pores. The cathodic breakdown in the silicate electrolytes can thus randomize the anodic breakdown sites, probably
contributing to the formation of more uniform PEO coatings in this electrolyte. The suppression of the anodic breakdown in the succeeding anodic pulse was remarkable when relatively long cathodic pulse width was applied. Such breakdown behaviour in sequential anodic and cathodic pulse voltages is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9. The present finding on the effective suppression of anodic breakdown after the longer cathodic pulse may also be correlated to the requisite of the higher cathodic current with respect to the anodic current for establishing the ‘soft’ sparking.

5. Conclusions

1. Cathodic breakdown of anodic film on aluminium in alkaline silicate electrolyte at -50 V occurs preferentially at the prior anodic breakdown sites, since less-protective oxide layer is probably present at the anodic discharge sites.

2. At the cathodic breakdown sites a characteristic nanoporous layer, probably composed of hydrated alumina, is developed.

3. The second anodic breakdown is significantly suppressed by the preceding cathodic breakdown. The nanoporous layer at the cathodic breakdown sites changes to a compact non-porous oxide layer, which is more resistive for anodic breakdown than the regions where no breakdown occurs. Thus, the cathodic breakdown can randomize the sites of succeeding anodic breakdown and avoid repeated breakdown at the same sites and formation of large discharge channels.
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Figure caption

Fig. 1: Current transients of the as-polished and 350 V-anodized Al micro-electrodes during applying cathodic pulse of -50 V for 1 s in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.

Fig. 2: SEM images of (a, b) the as-polished and (c, d, e) 350 V-anodized Al micro-electrodes after applying cathodic pulse of -50 V for 1 s in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.

Fig. 3: Current transient of the 350-V anodized Al micro-electrode during sequential anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/cathodic (-50 V for 1 s) pulses in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.

Fig. 4: SEM images of the 350-anodized Al micro-electrode after (a, b, c) anodic pulse of 420 V for 2 ms and (d, e, f) sequential anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/cathodic (-50 V for 1 s) pulses in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.

Fig. 5: SEM images of (a, c) oxide and (b, d, e) metal surfaces of the 350-anodized Al micro-electrode after (a, b) anodic pulse of 420 V for 2 ms and (c, d, e) sequential anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/cathodic (-50 V for 1 s) pulses in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.
Fig. 6 Current transients of the 350-anodized Al micro-electrode during sequential (a) anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/cathodic (-50 V for 1 s)/anodic (420 V for 2 ms) pulses and (b) anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/intermission (1 s)/anodic (420 V for 2 ms) pulses in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.

Fig. 7 SEM images of the 350-anodized Al micro-electrode after sequential (a) anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/cathodic (-50 V for 1 s)/anodic (420 V for 2 ms) pulses and (b) anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/intermission (1 s)/anodic (420 V for 2 ms) pulses in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.

Fig. 8 SEM images of the 350-anodized Al micro-electrode after sequential (a) anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/cathodic (-50 V for 1 s)/anodic (300 V for 2 ms) pulses and (b) anodic (420 V for 2 ms)/cathodic (-50 V for 1 s)/anodic (420 V for 2 ms) pulses in 0.075 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SiO$_3$+0.05 mol dm$^{-3}$ KOH at 293 K.

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration showing the breakdown sites during sequential anodic and cathodic pulses.
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